11th WOMEN'S EUROPEAN HANDBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
EHF EURO 2014

Main Round - Group I

Debrecen

Attendance: 2.500

Results
Match No: 28

POL 24 - 26 NOR
(15 - 11) (9 - 15)

Referees:
SCHULZE R. / TÖNNIES T. (GER)

Poland
Coach: RASMUSSEN Kim

Norway
Coach: HERGEIRSSON Thorir

Mon 15 Dec 2014 19:51

G/Att. %

Breakthroughs

FC

Ind. FB

Individual Fast Breaks

TO

Turnover

TP

Time Played

6mC

6m Centre Shots

9m

9m Shots

7m

7m Penalty Shots

Wing

Wing Shots

FTO

Fast Throw off

Attacks

POL 24/56 43 3/6 50 1/5 20 22/53 42 2/3 67 2/3 67 13 23

NOR 26/56 46 5/8 63 1/7 14 24/52 46 1/4 25 1/4 25 17 30

NOTE

marked player number indicate 'player award'

LEGEND

% Efficiency

6mC

6m Centre Shots

9m

9m Shots

7m

7m Penalty Shots

Wing

Wing Shots

FB

Fast Breaks

Ind. FB

Individual Fast Breaks

TO

Turnover

TP

Time Played

G/Att. Goals / Attacks

YC

Yellow Cards

RC

Red Cards

2Min

2 Minute Suspensions

FTO

Fast Throw off
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